Through the interplay of elegantly understated volumes and sweeping curves, Parabola® transforms the natural beauty of wood into compelling and versatile design. Impeccably matched veneers, smoothly profiled work-surface edges and panel-spanning, crescent-shaped pulls enhance Parabola’s appeal to the senses. But Parabola is also eminently practical: its simplicity and flexibility make it the perfect choice for a wide range of workplace applications.
Luna™ Table Desk:
The Parabola Luna table has the complex curves and seamless edges that are characteristic of Parabola. The pivot mechanism that attaches the Luna top to the station enables the executive to reorganize the furniture to suit the task. The Luna table can be configured with a variety of credenzas, returns and pedestal options, or with a mobile credenza for complete flexibility.

Work Surfaces:
Tops are 1 1/4" thick, standard flat cut, book matched wood veneer with Flowform™ edge; available in standard Nienkämper wood veneers and stains, and Granite finish.

Credenza and Returns:
Parabola credenzas are available in a variety of sizes and configurations that range from a two pedestal unit (30" wide) to an eight pedestal unit (120" wide). Returns are range in size from 45" wide to 90" wide.

Cases and Pedestal Fronts:
Available in standard Nienkämper wood veneers and stains, and Granite finish.

Drawer Pulls:
Radiused pulls are fabricated metal, finished in standard matte black epoxy powder coat on painted cases; or wood veneer over metal on wood cases. A semi-circular pull is also available.

Locks:
An optional gang lock system locks all drawers and doors with a quarter turn of one key. Locks are located on either end of the credenza.

Refer to the Parabola Price List for complete information on The Parabola® Collection.